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About This Game

Follow Theo's dizzying adventure in first-person platformer "The Free Ones". Soar through the air with your grapple, blaze a
trail through the canyons and take part in an extraordinary story.

A story with a twist

Play the role of prisoner Theo as one day he manages to escape from the slave mines using a grapple system, before meeting
Lana and a group of refugees, who let you in on their plan to leave the island. You accept, but nothing could prepare you for

what you will encounter along the way.

A unique grapple system

The unique grapple system featured in "The Free Ones" allows you to take to the skies as you make your way through the levels.
Use your momentum to swing through the air and cover considerable distances at dizzying heights. Wooden surfaces are your

best ally. Learn how to turn your surroundings to your advantage and use your wits to progress further in the game.
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A man-made island

The mines represent an original and varied playground. Scale the wooden structures. Use the moving crates and carts to make
your way through the levels. Climb onto the roof of the hurtling trains. Swing across waterfalls and clamber onto anything that

floats as you head down the rivers.
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Title: The Free Ones
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Farsky Interactive
Publisher:
Farsky Interactive
Release Date: 12 Jul, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: 7

Processor: Intel Core i5 2.00 GHz or AMD equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD6970, Nvidia GT 750

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 8 GB available space

English,French,German,Simplified Chinese,Russian
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I don't normaly do reviews but I wanted to give my opinion about this game because, why not ?

This game is a lot similar to the game ,,A Story About My Uncle'' if you haven't noticed already in the trailer or photos of the
game
the difference between them is: the concept, the story and the mechanism besides those it's exactly like ,,A Story About My
Uncle''.
And i don't have a problem with that is fine, some people have a problem with that and idk why probaly cause it's a copy of it
but it doesn't matter it's a good game. The game is a little harder that ,,A Story About My Uncle'' and i like it, it's more
challenging. The
story is not that good but it could have been more entertaining and surprisingly it doesn't have that much bugs i expected to have
some, i had a crash the last time i played the game besides that i didn't had anything else. I got the game on sale and 8,19 it's
kinda too much for this game i would lower the price of it.

I don't know how to end this i quess I can rate it so 7,5\/10.

. As good as "A story about my uncle" but specifically it has a good quality of story,drama,parkour.Free moves and unceasingly
super speed with 3 in a row.Kinda sad those games so cheap that almost makes it free (the producers needs money for to do
more like that game(s)),but also good for the people who can't afford high price...9\/10 cause you can be sure im gonna have
boxes in my dream.For me;it needs more materials instead a tons of boxes and a platform texture of course.It has really good
texture quality but lacking details,arts,images.. Similarities to games like A STORY ABOUT MY UNCLE and VALLEY are
obvious.
You like swinging and flying through the air like a weightless buffoon then this is definitely for you.
Major gripe about the swinging hitboxes which are too imprecise and wonky, makes certain segments rather frustrating and
detracts from what would have been an otherwise fun experience.
Grabbed it for 80%, can't complain. Full price, maybe not.
6 or 7\/10.. The game is a roller coaster ride, literary.. It is almost like a mishmash of a story about my uncle and Cluster truck.
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I have completed the game, by my hours that I clocked you can tell that it is a short game.

The story is a bit weak however the sense of speed is great.

I wish there were more train levels and less water levels. There are some frustrating parts in it however generally it is a decent
game and it's very cheap on sales.. Take A Story About My Uncle.

Stomp on it several time in total rage.

That's as best as I can describe this mess of a "game". It is an "all right game". Story is weak, grafics... OK but not great.
Soundtrack is good, and the gameplay is great ( if you want to feel a little bit like spider man ). Overall I would say buy this
game on sale.. Manages to be even more maddening than *that* level in Battletoads. Loved the first three-quarters. Wanted to
throw the keyboard for the last quarter. Finished it anyway.

9\/10. Only loses a point because I had several really nasty clipping issues that made me have to relaunch the game. Luckily it's
very generous with save points and I didn't lose that much progress.. Really great game. Although there are some small things
that could be worked on and would make the game alot better.
1. A bit too quick story
2. Almost every texture is the same one just over and over.
3. Its sometimes hard to find the next level.
4. Very easy to go out of the map.
5. Sad bruh moment ending.
6. I personally would like some more story and shorter levels but more levels.
7. You cant really get any emotions for any character because its too fast a story. I don't know how i got it for free, but, I really
enjoyed the relaxing atmosphere and game-play.
I recommend this one if it is on sale.
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Manages to be even more maddening than *that* level in Battletoads. Loved the first three-quarters. Wanted to throw the
keyboard for the last quarter. Finished it anyway.

9\/10. Only loses a point because I had several really nasty clipping issues that made me have to relaunch the game. Luckily it's
very generous with save points and I didn't lose that much progress.. Wow. That was one of the worst stories I've ever seen.
Maybe even worst. Lazy writing at its finest. Everything about the story is awful in a level beyond my imagination. Yet the
gameplay is still fun. Kinda buggy but its still fun. If you really liked a story about my uncle maybe this will give you a little of
that. Other than that, this game is really nothing. Wait for a sale even if you're gonna buy it.. So I bought the game on sale not
expecting much but surprisingly the game is really good. The gameplay is fun and rewarding especially after you get to grips
with the grappling hook and how to use it to its full potential.
There are some textures missing here and there but nothing major and gamebreaking.
Story is a little bit dry and could be better written if we could get to know the characters a little bit more. The world is the
mystery and there is no clear antagonist apart from "Them" and the weird poisonous tree.

TL;DR
Great gameplay +
Not so great story -
. The gameplay was pretty fun but doesn't last too long, bought it on sale -80%, i think that the sale price is a fair price over the
original price tbh, the story isn't really immersive, but overall, if you get it on sale I think it's definitely worth it.. a lovely way to
spend a few afternoons
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